
Benefits Management Companies:  One Exchange 

(renamed Via Benefits) and Aon 

Guidance for SHINE Counselors: 

 Over the past few years, companies have contracted with private benefits 

management companies (brokers) such as One Exchange (now known as Via 

Benefits) and Aon to manage their retiree health insurance benefits.   In most 

cases, these companies offer retirees a sum of money to help pay for Medicare 

Supplements or Medicare Advantage Plans or Medicare drug plans.   Some 

companies offer this money to help pay for Medicare expenses as a one time 

mitigation, others offer it annually.  

Retirees in this situation might contact SHINE for assistance in 

understanding Medicare as well as the options to supplement it.  This is absolutely 

appropriate and fits well with SHINE’s mission.  However, SHINE counselors 

need to be very careful when advising these consumers because in order to access 

the financial benefit, they need to choose an offering from the benefits 

management company such as Via Benefits or Aon.  In addition, the consumer 

must sign up for the plan they choose with the enrollment agents at Via Benefits or 

Aon in order to take advantage of the money offered by the former employer.   

Every company sets up its contract with Via Benefits or Aon differently and 

SHINE is not notified of the terms of the contract because this is negotiated 

privately between the retiree’s former employer and the benefits management 

company.  Counselors are typically informed by the consumer of the terms of their 

benefit during a SHINE appointment.  In most instances, the consumer must enroll 

in at least one choice from the menu offered by Via Benefits or Aon to take 

advantage of the financial benefit.  The Medicare plans offered by Via Benefits or 

Aon are the same plans and same prices offered to all Medicare beneficiaries; 

however, there are fewer choices offered through these contracts.  Any questions 

about benefits management companies should be addressed with the Regional 

Director or State SHINE office staff.  
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